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Introduction 
The modern telecommunication network (T-
network) is the object of high structural complexity 
received by synthesis of two initially independent 
networks - communication and computer networks.  
The T-network is the system working in the 
casual environment, and it leads to necessity of 
solution of the problems are concerned to the 
queueing theory.  
Management questions are concerned to such 
problems information streams in a network by the 
way of adaptation of its structure to condition of 
input and output streams (fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1. The generalized structure  
of switching subsystem 
It is necessary to notice, that the theory of 
construction of T-networks is forming now [1]. 
Therefore, in our opinion, a considered problem is 
actually. 
Apparently from structure, the special place in a 
switching subsystem is occupied with a control 
system which carries out the control over gathering, 
processing and further traffic moving to T-networks, 
with distribution of network switching resources 
according to the established priorities. Obviously, 
that application as a part of a switching structure of 
systems of dynamic management will provide with 
information streams necessary quality of functioning 
of a network, operative reaction to quick-response 
situations in real time. Dynamic management of 
distribution of streams can be carried out by two 
ways. First way is a management of structure of a 
network by change of capacity of bunches of 
channels or redistribution of channels of a network 
by change of information interactions between 
separate couples of switching nodes. Second way is 
the management of ways of transfer of streams 
without change of network structure [2]. Obviously, 
the second way is more economical, and hardware is 
more favorable as changes of structure of a network 
are minimum. 
Problem statement 
On the basis of the analysis of traditional 
management methods service of information 
streams, algorithms of hardware and program 
ordering of data it is necessary to present an 
optimum method at time of dynamic management of 
streams of the information and will have carried out 
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synthesis of system. This method must have 
following functions: formation of the operating 
information for reorganization of discipline of 
service on the basis of parameters of a condition of 
an entrance stream (a static priority, size of the 
penalty for loss of the request, speed of "ageing" of 
the request in queue on service); a choice of 
optimum algorithm of management in real time 
depending on system loading. 
Static priority p of request has arrived in system 
it is estimate taking into account values of factors of 
the penalty for a delay in service at unit of time (or 
for loss) and duration of its service: 
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The dynamic priority is defined by the way of 
revision of queue of requests in a switching 
subsystem of the T-network taking into account time 
of stay of each of them and function of change of 
priority of the request in time. The arrival time of j-
th request can been estimated by expression: 
j j jV v= ω + ,   
where jω - a service waiting time (the sum of time 
of stay of the request of queues prior to the 
beginning of service and a waiting time in queue in 
an interruption condition);  
jv - duration of service of j-th request,  
nj ,1= - request number. 
If *jv  - maximum permissible time of stay of j-th 
request in a subsystem it is necessary to satisfy a 
condition: 
*
jj vv ≤ ,        (2) 
which is observed only at the expense of change of a 
service waiting time. And, at reduction of duration 
of service function the request priority can raise, as 
in due course probability excess of an admissible 
waiting time increases. The idea on reorganization 
of queue for the purpose of an exception of loss of 
"growing old" requests [3] is obvious. 
If to admit, that )( jj tfy =  - function of change 
of a priority of j-th request from time jt  the priority 
of j-th request is proportional )`()( j
j
tf
dt
tdf
=  - 
first-order derivative of this function, dt - can be 
regarded as an interval between the coterminous 
values of time in which the priorities of the requests 
of queue are reconsidered. 
Priority of requests of one type being in queue to 
which relations 
v
α
 are identical, it is expedient to 
distribute in proportionally to first derivatives of 
functions of change of priorities: 
...)(')(' 1 >> + tftf p .     (3) 
Taking into account inequalities (1) and (3) 
dynamic priority of the requests which are in queue 
to the switching scheme, distribute according to 
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That is from two requests (j, k), being on service 
to the switching scheme, the higher priority is 
appropriated to that request for which value there is 
more )`(tf
v
α
. Depending on an inequality (4) 
request of type j has the higher priority.  
Thus, for management of queue of requests in a 
switching subsystem everyone (for an example j-th) 
the request arriving in system should be 
characterized by following parameters: 
jjjjj Tvtfv ,,)(,, ,*α , 
where jT  - machine (technological) time of receipt 
of the request in an information telecommunication 
complex.  
After calculation of priorities on dependence of 
an inequality (4) check a condition of an  
inequality (2).  
Thus time expectation of the request of j-th type 
by which it is appropriated on the scale of real time 
p-th a priority, is defined as: 
∑
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For i-th request the condition should be satisfied: 
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At default of an inequality (5) system removes i-
th the request (as an unusual case) from service and 
in information model of object replaces ( 1)ti −  with 
value of its background.  
The generalized block diagram of system of the 
dynamic management, realizing discipline of service 
of queue of requests with dynamically changeable 
priorities, is presented on fig. 2 [3]. 
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of adaptive system  
of dynamic management of queues 
In the given structure of matrix u  and s  - a set 
in the matrix form of the signals operating process of 
switching of requests on an input of an information 
complex (CPU) both setting the most priority input 
and an order of service accordingly, and: ( )jjjjj TvtfvFsu ,,)(,,, ,*α= . 
Application of dynamic discipline expediently at 
changing quickly in time parameters of entrance 
information streams as the discipline of service of 
such requests on algorithm with the fixed priority 
according to [1] leads to increase in probability of 
their "ageing" in system, that is to possible loss. 
The control systems constructed on 
reprogrammed element basis are necessary for 
realization of disciplines of service of queue of 
requests with dynamically changeable priorities. The 
mathematical apparatus of serial logic [4] by means 
of which the new class the ring control systems of 
queues by a principle "daisy-ring" with dynamically 
changeable priorities according to information 
model of an entrance stream has been developed is 
put in a basis of synthesis of the adaptive 
multiplexer of system of dynamic management and 
the device of definition of a waiting time of requests 
in queues. 
The mathematical model of system of dynamic 
management can be described by means of elements 
of serial logic (logic determinant pA , matrixes-
quazi) [4]: 
1
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, 
where np ,1=  – priority; 
pA  – logic determinant (LD) matrixes-quazi 
iλ ;  
nλλ ,...,1  – the elements of a matrixquazi-column 
corresponding to requests ni ,1= . 
pA  logic determinant (LD) matrixes-quazi iλ  
which can be set in CNF or DNF. At disclosing LD: 
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Receive accordingly ordered numbers (queues): 
(1) (2) ( )
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According to appointed priorities 1,p p=  
according to estimations ( ( )
i
p
Adrλ  – i-th request with 
a p-priority) 
The logic model of system of dynamic 
management for n information requests as a result of 
the ordered logic synthesis can be described system 
n the logic equations, where 
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where }1,0{PX i ∈ i-th input port of i-th request;  
iY  - target port; nuuu ,...,, 21 - matrix of the 
operating signals forming an ordered number,  
}0,1{∈iu  and setting the most priority input;  
s  – matrix of the operating signals setting a 
direction of queue [(1→n) or (n→1)].  
For formation of a matrix of the operating signals 
nuuu ,...,, 21 , the setting most priority input of the 
switching scheme, is intended the waiting time coder 
(WTC). At receipt of each request for an input of 
system of dynamic management the timer fixes its 
time of arrival. If the request is not served right after 
arrival after each step of the generator of an impulse 
the difference between current time for the timer and 
time of arrival of the request is defined. The given 
difference arrives on WTC in which occurs 
comparison the given difference to an aprioristic 
limiting waiting time.  
The given disorder set of values of a waiting time 
{ }nn ttt ,...,, 21=Λ , (time codes are presented by a 
m-digit binary code), it is possible to write down the 
given disorder set of values in the form of a 
quazimatritsy-column [3],  
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where { }0,1 , 1,jit j m∈ =  j-th digit factor it . 
The way of disclosing of a logic determinant (6) 
for calculation of maximum element it  in DNF 
consists in definition at the first stage of the 
maximum digit factor mextt  of m-th category by logic 
addition of elements of m-th column of a matrix: 
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carry out definition of a column of factors of m-th 
category: 
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where mextt  - inverse value 
m
extt ;  
m
iZ - address digit factor of m-th category i-th a 
code combination, {0,1}miZ ∈ . 
Further on everyone j-th a stage to be made 
recursive calculation accordingly digit factors jextt  
and address digit factors jZ  from the senior 
categories to the younger agrees to following rules: 
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On m-th last stage receive extreme value of a 
difference of current time and time of receipt of the 
request presented in a m-digit binary code, 
1 1[ ... ]m mext ext ext extt t t t−=
 and a column of address digit 
factors of the first category: 
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The column (7) can contain one or several 
individual elements corresponding to requests with 
the maximum difference. In the presence of one 
individual element application to the formula (7) 
functions of coding allows to receive the address of 
such channel. Presence of several individual 
elements testifies that there are some channels with 
an identical waiting time of service, the choice of 
that channel to which it is appropriated priority of 
higher order, for example, on increase of a serial 
number of the request in this case is necessary. 
Generally operation of coding looks like:  
1( ) ( ),CDu Adr i F Z= =   
where CDF  - operation of formation of address i-th 
parameter taking into account in advance set priority 
on service of requests in queue, allowing to receive 
the address of parameter with extreme value of a 
waiting time.  
Conclusions 
– the algorithm of dynamic management by 
information streams in T-networks on the basis of 
integrated criterion ( )jjjjj TvtfvF ,,)(,, ,*α  is 
developed; 
– such algorithm is intended for service changing 
quickly in time of information streams that is actual 
for multiservice T-networks;  
– the method of synthesis of an adaptive control 
system is offered by the information streams, 
allowing at the minimum hardware expenses to form 
!n  numbers of queues, where n - number of 
information inputs.  
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